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INTRODUCTION

Educational testing has increasinglcome under public and professional

scrutiny. One only has.to look at emerging social developments such as

"truth in testing" legislation, recently passed in New York and now being

considered by other state legislatures and the U.S. Congress. A National

.Consdrtilim on Testing comprising more than three. dozen'national educa-

#

tional organizations has also recently been established to review

standardized. testing in detail., The American Psychological Association

(APA), the American Edueational Reseaich Association (AERA), and the

National Council on Measurement in Education (NOME) have announced another

joint committee to revue their "technical standards on testing"; this

represents their third revision in the last two decades (Haney, 1978).

Such developments have led one test developer to conclude that "the going

is getting tougher for educational testers" (Boston Globe, 1978).

In part, ,increased public and professional awareness can be explained

.hy the widespread use of these-tests in thelast two decades. The sale of

standard -tests had grown fivefold since the early sixties (Association of

AmericanPublishers, 1980), and now ameunts to an annual sum oT over 200

million dollars (Kohn, 1975). This boom is due mainly to the growing

use of tests by local and state educational agencies: At the local

level, there is evidence that tests'are commonly used to gauge the suc-

cess of individual schools and the performance of'teachers (National
4

School Boards Association, 1977), as we 1 as to Oentify and manage -

t

individual student differences in the school and classroom (Levine, 1476).

5
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Other studies report an enormous increase in state-sponpred testing',

both for determining school districts' advancement (Kemble, 1976) and

for setting minimum competency standards for graduation (Haney & Madaus,

178). One study in California reported that 55 percent of the .schools

made curriculum changes as a result of a recent statewide testing program.

.

Others have pointed to the increase in testing at the state and local levels

to meet- federally mandated or federally supported assessment activities

(Clasby, 1973). It has even been suggested that standardized tests are

now so thoroughly ingrained in-American schools that "it is a sign.of

4

backwardness not to have test scores..in the school records of children"

(McClelland, 1973).

One mainstream of concern about educational testing focuges on test

makers -- private testing firms. YThis concern stems from a recognition

that private testing firms, unlike other private organizations in education,

are unregulated through formal governance arrangements. That is, they are

held accountable neither tothose elected nor to their representatives

(Cohen, 1979). There is some truth in this view. Most other private

and quasi-private organizations- -for exathple, professional associations
°

(like the American Federation of teachers or the National Asiociation of

Elementary Schobl,Principals) and public interest groups (like the

'Children's Defense Fund and
1

the National Association for the Advancement

of Colored PeoPle)dTe held accountable in their lobbying efforts by

;

elected officials or their representatives at the federal,-state, and

.

local levels.. This is evident in accounts of such formal public decision-

making processes :as the U.S. Congressional legislation of categorical

ab
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programs (8ailer,1965; Thomas, 1975), state legislative setting of school

-curriculum (Marcennit, 1968; Bowles, 1966), and local school board hiring

policies (Gilbert, 1966). These organizations are also h d accountable.by

f judges (appointed representatives of public officials) in their tourt.ae-

cisions on matters such as school finance reform, edueation of the handicapped.

. I

and desegregation.. Whileviews differ about the extent to which these

processes act to hold private and quasi-private organizations accountable

to the public,* private testing firms are not accountable through any

fotmal means to elected officials-or their appointees =- though this does

not necessarily.mean that they are not accountable to the public..

-

One school of political-economic theory suggests that the public as

consumers can hold private firms accou able through the workings of.the

.

marketplace (Friedman, 1962; Dahl, 1953 . By deciding what tests to buy--

and not to buy-consumers,can be seen, as exercising their political

preferences, just as others may exercise theirs by voting in elections.

Like elected public officials, private enterprise competes to meet public

needs and demands. It it fails to meet those 114(1s-end demands, consumers

will not buy its products and it will suffer from'a lack of public support.

According to this view, then, school districts Scting as consumers.can

* For example; one school of political theory.argues.that private and

quasi-private organizations are self-appointed public representatives
who have the advantage of competing with more' diffuse constituencies of

elected officials and thereby can exerci,se ajisproporii,4tte influence
over public decision making (see Madisoh,'1961; Bendix & Lipset, 1967;

McConnel,.1967; Kariel, 1961). Conversely, pluralistic political theory

argues that these private influences are part of the democratic process,

ass evidenced by the conflicts and compromises preceding consensus in

,public decision making (seeDahl: 1953; Truman, 1951; Lindblom, 1977).

.
;

7
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Kold private testing firms accountable'througfi the marketplace.

Nevertheless, concern about the accountability of private testing

firms persists. Some argue that because these firms are monopolistic

and lack competition, they shop little daring in the prouct they offer

their consumers (Kohn; 1977). In this view, they are portrayed as public

.utilities but without public control. A related concern is that private

testing firms offer 'their consumers a uniform'product that provides little

opportunity for real or significant choice (Hoffman, 1962; Levine, 1976)-- t

perhaps as one might see major ipr manufacturers such as Geeral Motors;

Ford, and Chrysler, but without 'international competition. Others

suggest that private testing firms have enough influtnce with government

officials that few efforts are made to regulate or monitor their activi-

ties (Karier, 1972, Kiersh, 1979). This view tesembles charges made

against the foodindustry despite the existence of a Federal Food and

Drug AdMinistration (Hunter, 1972). Others'still feel that private'

testing firms' interest in profit has eclipsed their responsibility for

ensuring that their customers know how to use their prodActs correctly

(Oles, 1977) -- perhaps like a toy manufacturer who sells a gun that can

harm children if it is imprOperly loaded. &further charge is that pri-
r

vate testing firms sell their product utder false pretenses -- claiming that

their test can provide inforrhation that it. cannot. For example, there is

some question whether educational achievement tests do in fact measure

achievement or are simply another measure' of ability (Levine, 1976)v

While eNe list of concerns aboUt private testing firms' lack of

public accountability is long, there has been little formal study of the



issues they raise. An important issue that cuts across many of thdse

concerns is the extent to which private testing firms are in fact held

accountable through the workings of the marketplace. Do.consumers influ-

ence and control the tests produced by these firms, or do the latter

tIceicisesovereign control over the tests they produce and sell? What

attention has been paid fo this question has been focused on admissions

testing fOr colleges and professional schools and on the main provider

of such'tests, Educational Testing Service (ETS)(e.g., Nairn, 1980;

National Education Association, 1977; Strenio, 1980). Considerably less,

attention has been given to this issue at the elementary and secondary

-school levelyet most of the nation's 17,000 (circa) school districts

are reported to buy stay dardized norm-referenced educational achievement

tests from private testing firms (National Schodl Board Association
4

"standardized Testing" Research Report, 1977). The extent to which,

I

.

school districts as test consumers influence private tasting firms is
1V

particularly important to examine, because electe school officials or
10

those reporting to them are investedthrough statute or tradition - -with

authority over education. Should they lack influence as consumers, this

might indicate a weakening of local control and democratic responsibility

2
1

and ap undde and unaccountable exercise of power by priyate testing firms.

This essay focuses on the role of school districts in the marketplace.

I
It will assume that school districts are rational consumers--that they will

buy the test that meets their needs and wants, much as drivers buy parts

for their carwith a specific need and purpose in mind. Thus, 'through.

the kinds of tests they buy, they will influence what private testing

firms produce. But this assumption will also be examined, since to the

extent that consumers do not know what .they want and need, their influence
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in the marketplace may be,limited. For example, schoCl'districts might
-

. .. /
buy tests as consumers buy girl scout cookies--with's sense of fulfilling

a social and cultural obligation, and with little/ attention to the product

as such. In this case,' their' influence on pli ate.testing firms is likely

to be limited. .To explore the, role of local school districts as consumers,

then, this essay will examine- how -and ,o what basis local school districts

select 'and. buy standardized norm-referenced educational achievement tests. .-`

Answering that questionwill have some important implications for assessing

the effectiveness of the marketplace as a means of local school district

control and p luence over the tests they buy. The essay will coinclude

with a discussion of the marketplace versus'formargovernance arrangements

for Tweeting local school district, testing needs.

HOW TESTS ARE BOUGHT

4 How local school districts buy, tests is an important question to

answer because it i1luminates their behaypr as consumers. 'In particular,.

_

it provides a way to assess whether they buy what private testing firms

persuade or tell them. to buy. Lindblom (1977) calls this "circularityv

t .

_ .

inthe Marketplace, because the needs and wants of consumers are determined'
,

- -

by those selling the product. A; classic example of circularity in the

marketplace Is that of the door-to:door-salesman selling a:housewife'a

brush she does'not needl her decislOn to select and buy a brush is based'

less on her own need than that'of.the seller. Similarly, if local school

districts tend to,buy what they are told to buy, they can be assumed to

be less than rational consumers and to have little influence in the

marketplace - -just as could be expected in the case of the housewife.

10
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In order to,assessthe extent to which private testing firms may

.

enjoy this position in theamdtket0.ade, several prell.minary questions

about the behavior of school districts as consumers need to be answered.

These include why a school district selects a test in the first place, and

what the relationship is between school districts and''private testing firms

in the selection process. The following sections answer these questions by

V
describing why and when a test is selected and who is involved'in the

selection process:

Why and When a'iTest'is Selected

Teachers, principals, administrators and schodl board members com-

monly agree that theit school district enters the market for standardized

norm-referenced tests mainly for one reason: to inform their community on

"how 'their school..district an' schools are doing compared to the larger-
,

populatiore (Interview with Director-of Public Services, 12/13/70Y, p. 1).

School. officials typically 'regard the provision o5 such information as a

necessary part of their accountability-to the local taxpayer. And even

though there are school districts that would rather not subscribe4o such

a means of accountability, they recognize that there is little choice. As

the director of research in one 'schoolwdistrict explained, if he did not

do the testing "the community woulebe suspipious,because other school -D

districts do it" (Interview,. 12/7.8/79, p.,1)ej

Several additional reasons encourage a school district to select

standardized norm-referenced tests. For'exaMPle, some school officials

1.

see them as a helpful administrative tool,,, say. for comparing student and

staff performance/1n dillerent schools and classrooms. Others may see

them as a way to assist in the improvementcf instruction.

a



For whatever reason or combination' of reaso s school districts

might be in -the market for a standardizednorm-referenced test, they

typically change tests anywhere fronrevg* three to every ten years.

The decision to change tests is usually prompted by ,teachers' and admin-
.

0
istrators"'dissatisfaction kth7the vett in current use. -Nat atypically,

AO.

c oolyofficial in one district explainedthat the superintendent had

-set up a committee to select a new test because teachers had done "a Jot '

of grumbling and complaining about the test" (Interview with Research

Coordinator, 2/1/80, p. 1). Such complaints may stem from the fact that

the test used has fal en behind changes in the curriculum (Interview

A &.,
1 4,

with.Assistant 'Superintendent for Instruction, 5/23/80, 13,. A), As "too

1
(.,, long" (Interview with Director of Special Services, 2/5/80, p. 1), or is

'

\ ,

i

"not helpful. to instruction/ (Interview wJ.th teacher, 1/31/80, p. 3).
.

bespieeaissatisfaction with a test in use, however, a new test is.
4

1

,i

1 - .

normally selected Only i# someone Influential in the district presses for.
. v

it For example, a superintendent or head'of the testing program may think
----S.:- ,

111

that there is "a bettef test on the market" (Interview'with Director Of

: '..
. .

Pupil Services andSpecial Educati0n,'5/23/80, p. 2)--that is, that a new'

I test seems to address one or several complaints prevalent in the school .
.---

district. .0n some occasions, a new test may be selected because it is

. reputed to to "easie r" and promises to make a schAol district look4hatterr

.
7-

.

...,,

. .id the eyes 'of the .community. Fora .example, a superi'ntendent small

"rural school dist.rict exklained that he had decided on a new test mainly

fi

,
A\

r

.
'because his colleagues in another school district had told him that their

"scores had gone up" (Interview, 12-13/7 . 3). There was no evidence

acrOss,schoOl districts that this test uniformly produqed that result;

12
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.

some schooldiqtricts,using it found; that their scores dropped. But 1
I . .

.

,,,,I
tL .

school officials tried to select Whichever test they thought would reflect

favorably on their:school district.

Choosing the standardized, test t6-be uSeeby the school district-i.

not always easy. The view that a change should be made 4s-rarely shared

by everyone in the district and is usually balanced against other ,reasons'

for keeping the old test. These include the advantage of. retaining the
4

V
uniform and longitudinal data baseArovided by'long-term use of the smile

test. For example, a guidanCe counselor spoke*of his frustration when the

board failedjtd approve his proposal to change tests because a board member

did 6t want to lose the accumulated years of "baseline data". (Interview,

5/19/80, p. 1). Another common reason or not changing testa97as given by
4

a director of research. Though aware that-the test. n use was 'out of

.

date," he was reluctant to change, because "the new scores might go down,"

and this might bring the wrath of the, school board and community upon him

and the diArict (Interview, 2/5/80, p. 2), Another director of research _: '

.was so Concerned that the test scares in his district might drop if he .
.1

changedIteset that he piloted the new test before presenting his selection
.

to the school board (Interview, 2/6/80, p. 3). Thus"sohoqi diitricfs de-.

cide to sefecs a new test only if there are strong reasons for doing so;

they are more often inclined to keep using the standardized norm-
%

referenced test they had previouily selected.

Who Is Involved in the selection Process

Once the decision has been made to select anew test, most school

districts Set up acommittee of representatives of test users. These

committees usuallyompriseteachers, principals, central administration,

and counselors. Generally a single person is in charge and guides the

O
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selection process, because he.og she is knowledgeable ab ut 'testing-- .

. ,

.
.

. . . .

or.af
;

least is considered sq. ,In large and medfum-size tropolitan-

-:. .." t,

, 'school districts;.this'person is commonlythe director or aAmember of

.
,

an evaluation and research unit. In s slier and rural,dfdt.ricts that

- ft

- -. ,

,

I ,

- have no evaluation and testing staff, the person clpses%-Right hold a

,
.44

,position in theatea Of Title I pupil servicesounseling, curriculum .

I development, or special education.

. 0i. Whatever the formal-r.ple'of the Rerson responsible.for selecting a.

I ,

4 a, ,

.;
.. r

test, he or she enjoys a wide degree'qf influence and discretionary power.
. .

,.

For example, a principal who sat; on the selection committee:of his lagge
;.

. .

,
.

4,0
II I

I I

..

'..,
,

e

. ,,,o., process, those in charge usually convassed} the opinions and concerns of
A

I

others in the district, either through thecommittee or by less ZormaI

/ .
.

I

,>
means. As the head of an evaluation unit,in a city school district gx-

r , ilk e

Ili.

plaited, "/the districtwide committee/ will say I made the dedision, and

.

1".

city school district explained'Ehat he had relatively iftele control over

selection because "there is:tnly pnesperson trained'in the-"field here,

and it's hard for.anyone to compete 10 that knowledge." He added.that

the committee had- been set up. onty because "the administration is committed

to pprticipatory niatigemeh,,, but it .4.s not a democratiO system when it domes

to testing '. . . Aere is only one person who makes the decision and that's

.our local expert" (Interview, 2/9/80, p. 3). Those in charge of the

.4,
selection proCe4e,acknowledged their "local.expert" status. As'one such ,

persp commented, "Although I consulted with others informally.? I, pretty

much maae
t
the decision" (Interview with General Supervisor, 3/13/80,,p.5).

*

'But although there was ale recognized or designated leader in the selection
. .

I
14
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'I did, but I was also sensitive to them even if they did not know it"'.

(Interview, 3/18/80, p. 2).

Those guiding the'selection procesS tended to insulate the,selection

decision from the influence of private testing firms. For eXample,.one
.

director of research who was in charge of test selection explained: "Al-

thOugh I talked with sales people from,private testing firms quite frequently
.

before'we decided to buy'a test . . . mrdecision had much more to do with

my own review of the material and Comparisons to other tests on the-market",

.

.(Interyiew, 2/6180), p. 6). In other cases, the person in charge was care-

ful tolimit contact between testing firm representatives and those involved

in selection. .Bather than having representatives make presentations, for

example, firms wereusually asked "to send . their. materials for review

and to answer . . . questions" (Interview with Director of Pupil Services,

12/12/79, g.,13). This was due to a concern, particularly prevalent in

smaller and more rural school districts, that testing firm representatives
o.o.%

might sell them other than what they wanted. Private testing firms, on the

other hand, were quite,willitng--some more than others--to send representa-

tives to make formal presentations to local school districts.

The possible undue. influence of private testing firms is generally

of less concern to those in more metropolitan school districts, often

because they have th9r own personnel knOwledgeable in testing. Thus(it

is more convenient for these districts to invite testing firm representa-
,

tives to make formal presentations. But even here, ,the invitation to make

a sales presentation is usually extended only after the test has been

."

15



reviewed'by the person in charge,, and less thoroughly by others involved

in the selection. And for the most part those who select a test for dis-

trict use do not regard private testing firm presentations as strongly

influencingthe decision. Rather, these firms' representativeswere seen

`. as A-341y answering the questions and responding to the concerns of those

1 involved. As a member of one selection committee' explained, the presenta-

tions just "proid4ed us with information and pointed out the good features

of the tests that helped us make a good decision..". She added that as the

presentations were all "outstvdini," it was hard to say that they "had

much influence" on the decision (Interview with.Assistant Superintendent,

5/23/80, p..3). One several -time participant in the local test selection

process summarieed this fakliar process well.when he said, "While most
0

school districts are, ostensibly at the" mercy of private'testing firms,

they do their best to find out what they want to know before hansi." Be

,
cause of this, he continued, the role of most private testing firm repre-

sentatives is usually "reactive" rather than one of haul sell (Interview

with Director of Research and Evaluation, 2/6/80, p. '60.*

* The .allocation of resources in the leading private testing firms suggests
that they agree; the sales budget is considerably lower than that spent

on test development. Even in the firm with tfie largest sales staff,
the- ratio between:sales cost and development cost is 1:4.' Thus these
firms apparently attribute their ability to sell tests more tp the

reputation of the, product than to salesmanship. There is wide variation,

however, in the reletiVe importance the major firms attribute to sales-
manship. One company, for example, has a national staff of approximately
60, while another maintains a staff of five.

16
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The consensus among those inl.tolved;in district test selection, then,

is that, they. make their own decisions and buy What they need, rather than

6

what the° testing firms want to sell them. Private testing firm representa-

tives have little effect on thdse decidions because they are given little,

if-any, part in the selection process. More often than not, they are asked
? -

to make, presentations to the School board or a group, of teachers only after

lc,their test has been selected. Several school district personnel who take
. %

part in local selection have commented that the influence of private testing

firm representatives pales in comparison with that of textbook salesman. ,

A general supervisor.in.charge,of both curriculum and testing in one dis-
,

.
erict explained, for example, that--in contrast to selecting a test--she

had seen "a gOod.textbook go by the wayside because the sales represents-
.

tive made a bad presentation,br a text . . selected because somebody

has very sophisticated and smooth in his presentation" (Inteririew, 3/13/80,

p. 6).

If there is little evidence so far of circularity iTn\the marketplace,

it may nevertheless be occurring in subtler ways than through direct in-

fluence. Galbraith (1971),, FrOim (1955), and others have argued that

most private selling in this country is the result of sellers' shaping

'of cOnsumer6desires through mass communication{e.g., through advertising).

And priate testing firms do advertise, often through professional

journals and flyers sent by mail. It would be difficult to,show that

these influences affect local, decision making; bul neithii can it be

shown that they are ineffective, or that circularity is clearly not at

work in school districts'.decisions to buy tests--though school officials

/

17
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are probably not consciously aware of it.* Thus our tentative conclusion

is what the available evidence suggests: little circularity is occurring'

in the educational testing marketplace, and school districts largely make

their own decisions shout the selection of a test.
1

Bu t this still ,tells us little about the basis Or their selection

or their rationality as consumers. This remains an important que4pion

because, to the extent that they are rational consumers basing their

choice on their needs and preferences, school districts can be seen as

influential and powerful in the marketplace. The next section of the

essay therefore focuses on the criteria by which school districts select
k

latest.

.THE BASIS OF AtCT\ON

The basis upoh which a school district-selects a standaplized norm-

referenced achievement test depends in part on that district's needs

and circumstances. However, since.district'officials are commonly inte

, ested in 'selecting a test that will enable their school boards and com-

munities to compare their district's student achievement with that of

others across the nation, they initially select a number of candidate .-

;

tests that seem likely to serve that purpose--that is,..on the basis-of

technical quality. For example, the director of research in one school

N.

district explained that what went into his choice of candidate tests was

their "technical quality." .Similarly,( an assistant superintendent of

tinstruction said that th district's former director of research had

* This suggests that if circulafity is occurring, it is impossible to
determine what weight,if.any, it should be given in this analysis.

18
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shortened the committee's list of possible tests ','simply on the basis of

technical considerations" (Interview with Administrative Assistant to

the Superintendent of Instruction, 5/23/80, p. 3).
0

The number of tests that are initially considered ranges from two

to eight. Typically, the same four or five tests,,provided by the leading

major testing firms, are regarded as-the technically better tests, and

Are therefore more seriously considered.* These four.or five are usually

considered to be of better technical quality in two,ways, not muttlglly

exclusive--their reputation, and certain methods empldyed for theg.r con-

struction.

Many school officials,.especially in smaller and rural school

tricts, simply rely on the reputation'of tests and their use by neighboring

and metropolitan districts. For example, a director of curriculum in

.

'- 'charge of the local test selection effort was asked how he knew that the

three tests initially considered for adoption were technically reliable.

Be explained that they had been "sxatiltically checked" by others. He

adipd that, for him, selecting a test--at least initially--was like

. 4
)"buying a car--you ask other people whose 9pinion you respect and then

you Iorm an opinion of what is a.good car" (Interview, 12/1a/79, p. 4).

In this case, he relied on some local experts in surrounding school dis-

tricts to form his opinion of a technically sound test._ /

* These tests include the California Test of Basic Skills, the California
Achievement Test, the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, the Metropolitan
-Achievement Test, and the Stanford Achievement Test, and are published
by four testing firms: CTB/McGraw-Hill; The Riverside Publishing
Company, a subsidiary of Houghton Mifflin; the Psychological Corpora-
tion; a subsidiary of arcourt Brace Jovanovich; and Science ReSearch'
Associates, a subsidiary of IBM.
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c---Those in charge of the sele tion process in more metropolitan school

districts typically relied,less on reputation and presumed quality. Asked

how, they selected candidate, tests, they pointed mainly to the norming

. .

characteristics of the leading handful of tests. These included how a

test had been nationally nonmed- -that is, whether there was evidence that

the norming sample of students has been carefully chosen to represent the

composition of the national population according to such variables as

location, race, sex, and socioeconomic level; and how the content of the

test was determined--that is, whether there was evidence that the test

5

content was' drawn from in extensive review of curricula used across the

country so as to simulate a national curriculum as accurately as possible.

A director of research conveyed this wren he said that he checked whether

tests he considered had "norming practices that were at least sound and

/were/ going to provide a reasonable curriculum baselof comparison"
am.

(In'terview, 2/6/80, p. A)... Sometimes other construction features are

_taken into account. For example, an assistant superintendent in charge

of test selection made sure that a test had been not only properly nonmed,

but adequately "field tested," so that he knew it would work (Interview,

12/13/79, pp. 8, '9). But the prepondergance of attention is usually given'

to their norming ptactices.

TypicAlly,tthe norming practices of the leading fouror five tests

are checked without reference to published professional reviews of the

tests. A director of curriculum who was in charge of local test seleCtion,

when asked whether his committee paid attention to such reviews, responded,'

"The hell with consumer reports." He added that in his district it was a

matter-of finding out what other people thought was good ,(Interview,

45,

#2O
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12413/79, p. 4). This rather common attitude aside, outside pro--.

fessional reviews generally regard the same tests'aS indeed the better

onstruCted.(Duros, 1972; Center-for t1e Study of Evaluation, 1975).

If .this consensus may make the choice of candidates easy, however,

it makes the choice among them difficult. Most scho6i officials See the

leading tests'es technically similar and are unable to make any signifidant

distinction among them. As one program evaluator put it, blcause "all

the tests were pretty much the same as far as standardization was con-

s)
cerned,Ra-Was little to recommend one over another (Interview,

..2/4/80, p. 2). Aneither local official explained ;hat "all these instru--.

ment,s,are about the same; they are all widely normed, and trying to make
.

any determination of differences woulT have been a pain in the ass"

(Interview with Director of Pupil Services, 12/12/79, p. 2.).

Because egese tests are technically rather similar, local school

officials' problems with them are often the same. One co IMOon complaint

is that the test content of'the leading tests does not match the local

A

curriculum; and that the tests -therefore do not measure what is taught.

One reading consultant, for example, found that because of the lack of

fit bet een the local curriculum'and that used by standardized tests,

"if try to plade a child according to . . . aChlevemeut test scores

with the materials itised/ for that grade level, the-child would have

:lots of problems" (Interview, 5/28/80, p. 2). Similarly., an English

teacher explained that the teachersin his school are "basically

opposed to testing because it measures what they don/t think they are

teaching" (Interview, 1/31/80, p.:3).

Another frequentcomplaint is that these tests produce incons steht

redElts across grade levels. For example, a program evaluator. had

'` 21
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serious reservations about using only one test because students seemed

to score substantially lower with ii.at'higher grades .(Interview, 1/31/80,

p. 2). Pointing to the same problema\pecebr of testing in another

district explained that using,a newer. version of a test, students inthe

I
third, seventh, al eighth graded scored on average two to three grade

,
.

equivalents higher than with.tile old version. Meanwhile, students ill

the other grades scored near grade level, as they had with the old

version (Interview, 5/23/80, p. '2).

Often, these tests are also-regardedas not relevant to the general

level of achievement in the district., .Students in a'given school dis-
r

ttict, for example, might uniformly score off the bottom or,Jhe,top of
- .

the test. A local school-official ill a district where mpst students

typically scored at the bottom of the test called the test simply

"experience in frustration" for thelptudents, while teeling teachers
^

little about individual student achievement levels Interview faith

Researqh Department member, 2/1/8a, p. 5).' In'anoiher schOol datridt,-

here most students typically se" kw the ninetieth percentile, the

,.5.

director a testing complained of the saMe'probiem-=namely, that the

test gives little indication of individual differences in student

,
achievement (Interview with Director ofiResearch and Testing, 215/80,

p. 2).
A

The technical basis for these Complaints is, for the most part,

documentedin the professional
literature.t

on-testing. For example, it .

is often pointed out that standardized norm-referenced tests inadequately

reflect curricular,content and the objectives of schools aid school dis-

tricts around the country (Madaus, 1980; see also Porter, 1980;

"22
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Averch et al., 1972; Stake, 1972). Furthermore, critics charge that

there is usually little dorrelation between standardized achievemeht

. test resulif and measures more directly related to`instruction (Stadolsky,
vow

1972; Madaus & RippeY, 1966).
I 1

The literature alsopoints out that hcause standardized achieve-

ment tests are constructed to differentiate maximally among individual

students, their accuracy in testing group performance and performance

A across groupsis reduced (Carver, 1975; Porter & McDaniels, 1974). This

I
might Account for, dissatisfaction with inconsistent comparisons of,AMU;

dents in different grades: It is also argued that because standardized

tests need to establish a normal test distribution; they cannot reliably

measure achievement at the extremes'of the distribution (Tyler, 1974)- -

which helps explain why officials in schools with mostly high or low

achievers often complain that the tests provide little information on

achievement differences%

Since thesleading and better-constructed tests share some of these

shortcomings, local school districts cannot easily choose among them on

the basis of their norming practices. The most commod problem that .

local school officials do try to address is that of the fit between a

test and-their curriculum. But this is difficult to do in a sound

and systematic way--at least with a limited amount of time and =hey.
% ------

As one local test expert explained; you simply "could not pick a test

based on the curriculum . . . it has to be done on a trial and error

basis'. . . there is just not enough time And energyfor,someone to

. go through and do this in any sort of comprehensive- way" (Interview

with Director of,Pupil Services and Special Education, 5/23/80, p.5).

23
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Not atypically, when comparisons were attempted they often turned up,

"very little-difference among tests (Interview with'Assistant Super-!

ti

intenden.t,-5123/80, p. 2). And professional reviews of these tests, even

if they Lre conducted,wduld not offer much help, since they )are concerned

fwith the broader aspeCts of test constructions rather than the pattioulari-

tieS of school district curricula.

School districts, then, are rarely entirely pleasedwith-the leading

'id technically superior tests; nor do they.find it easy to select among

them on the basis of their,norming practice. 'One might thus argue that

4

school districts are limited in their choice and their influence in the

marketplace because they cannot buy exactly what they want. Yet school'

districts continue to by these tests becagse district officials beliesk

that they are basically sound and provide the best-Wv4ilable nationally

comparative information on s tudent achievement. On thl basis, one might

argue that school 'districts do have some choice in the Marketplace and

# ,
4

have been able to influence private testing'firms through those choices.'

.
\

If,that were not so, one would expect little attention to ,he paid,to

the technical reputation of tests or to the use of certain\norming
1

practices their construction; one would expect any test laiming to
\ t

4. 1

be standardized and norm-referenced

011f

o be considered on a par with the

. \

leading four'or five.
\

1

Although the norming practices employed by the leading tests are
.

.
r

similar, this does notmean that their tests are all the same. There

Ai
is evidence that the Aiffer in their ability'ro meet other school,

24
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diStrict needs; and it is on this.Uasis, unrelated -to norming methods,

that major testing firms compete with one another. An experienced hand

in local test selection efforts summed this ug Well when he said,

"Since there is such little difference in the norming practices with the
. o /

large martufactuters of tests, it's the other stuff that becomes important"

(InterN:tir with Director of Research and Evaluation, 2/6/89, p. 6). 'And

;1 On this "othe r" b.isis, consumers see tile major private testing -fi

ti 7

quite different and competitive. . 4e'
' 't

.

Selection Considerations'Unrelated to`NOrming Methods
,

'Along the conaider ions unrelated 'to norming Methods are a test's

abtlity.to cover a wide range of student achievement and its ability

to provide informatiliii that is seen as helpful to instruction. 'Other'

test attributes include the length of administration and the appearance

a

of th6 test. The supporting services provided by the test publisher, such

as promptness in scoring and returning test and the ability to

provide needed technical may also be zonsidered. Several of

these attributes may enter into a district's selection decision; one or

two of then may stand out bedause of a particular concern or bias of the
°

local, test expert. But local test selection decisions may well:also

rep,resent,formally or informally,-a composite of various 79isiderations

1

:within a singeschool district.

Interestingly, one of the traditional criteria for consumer` purchasing,

,thewst of the produdt, rarely has much influence in the selection decision.

I
In part, this can be explained*by,the relatively uniform cos ts of the testsV

e

25.
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put out 1:15,....t4 major publishers, as well as by the relatively small pey-
.

centage of school district budgets that is spent on testing.programs. 4

However, it is not unCOmmon for ocal school district; having made a

decision to buy a certain test, t negotiate for a lower price.

What follows'is a discussion of some prominent considerations that

,,":
mayenter into the local.Seleption decision -- certain attributes of a

test, and services provided:by test _publishers. . t

-2441 .

Test Attributes

As pointed out earlier, the leading four or five tests share common

) pnorMingjethods and this makes it difficult for school district consumers

to select between them,. Those selecting tests for school districts

though often select that test which has been more recently normed. This

is desirable since it promised to-grovideoscomparisons of student achieve-

ment with the most current national levels of achievement. Typically,

this is a concern of-the local test expert, usually an evaluator or member

of the research department. Depending on his influence and theprominence

of other local staff concerns , this maybe the major reason why fcertain .

1
test is selected. In one school district, the curriculum coordinator

recalled that of the two tests they were considering, "one of them had

older norms," and was therefore considered "no good" by the research de-

partment (Interview, 1/31/80, p. 2).. 'Similarly, a math Consultant in the

department of curriculum reported that the committee selected th0,est

they did mainly "because it represented the newest norm versIon of tests

(Interview,.2/1/80, p.'1). If one of the leading tests was

26
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recently renormed, it might thusbe more favorably considered in a

district seeking a new test. This was illustrated by a member of a

research department in a metropolitan..sthool district who explaineaswhy

.

his test selection committee. chose a particular test: "Ole other major

manufacturers were just getting ready to put their new tests on the

market, but this one had already been renormed and was in operation- -

so we,went with it." (Interview, 2/1180, p.2 ). Because private testing

firms recognize this they compete to put newly normed and updated tests
---,

on the market. This cannot be done too frequently, however,. because the

deVefoPment and construction of a standardized norm-referenced test is

estimated d take approximately four years (Interview pith Director of

Research at CTB/McGraw-Hill, 2/7/80, p. 3).

When during the school year a test was empirically.normed may also
(

be' an importaq consideration to the 10caltest expert. This is because

the, selection of a test normed-at the time or times of the year when

local testing occurs promises to provide more accurate comparisons with

.national norms. As one local test expert, a director of special serNices,

reealled of his tenure. on the test selection committee, a test was chosen

tbat had "two . normIng dates, and this Compared.faVorablith most
r "r

other standardized tests,- which only had one norming time.'! This was.

seen as desirable since'it gave the school diktrict greater' flexibility

in deciding when to test, without havine:to sacrifice any-accuracy in

test resltpby testing at a topde diffeent from that at which the

/ . I

national norms weretdete 'fined (Interview, 2/5/80, p..1). Typically,

this consideration was im Csrtant in l4rger school districts with evaluation
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,r

and testing specialists who ere interested in m4ximizing the accuracy
0

of

district test resultA In school districts without a test specialist" the

norning of tests,was accorded little importance and rarely entered 40.to

selection decisions.

Another attractive test attribute is the ability of a single subtest

of a K-12 battery of achievement tests to measure ad)ros two or three

grade levels. This allows students greater opportunity to be tested at

their level of achievement rather than si y-at their grade placement,.

and is especially valuable where .student's achievetent level is several 1

grades higher or lower than those of his or her cohort in the same grade.

For example, a program evaluator explained that-one reason for selecting

one of two leading tests was that it had "multi-level testing." This was

a particularly important-consideration for his school district because the

students generally scored below grade level and "they got crazy results

when they had to test them only on .one grade level." By crazy he meant

that most students scored-uniformly at the bottom. (Interview, 1/31/80, p.1).

The multi-level of a testwere particularly att?active

to, administrators and teachers. Administrators liked it because it simpli-
.

fie.d the test ministration; one test could be given for several grade

levels
t:Q5

Teaches often liked it because it allowed theirless advanced

students to answer questioni at a lower grade level, and therefore not to

, feel overwhelmed and frustrated by the test.

One of the leadirig.tests may also be selected because pf other

.. attributes, such as ability to aid in 'classroom instruction. A test

'
.

_ may, for example allow the scoring of groupsofStudents in'terms of

mastery of certain skills. Thus the director of test selection in one

28.
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district sought a test that "teachers would use"; otherwise, there was

no purpose in testing With this in mind, he explained, one of the.reasons

he selected the test he did wa'teachers' response to a survey he conducted.

The teachers liked a particular test because it had "a profile breakdown--

that is, it related certain items to the instructional objectives identi-
+4,'4

fied." According to him, the profile breakdown would enable teachers to

see how a class performed on the test according to various 41.11 objeCtives

and so help them identify what areas tolistress in their teaching (Interview
d-

with Director of Research anrEviluation, 2/6/80, p. 2). A related feature
o

that some considered important in promoting instructional use was a test's

ability to proYide specific diagnostic and prescriptive information. For

example, an.instructional specialis6in reading, explained that she and

the teachers on the selection committee wanted a test offering the type

of fe6dback Provided by the mini-tests at the back of some reading series-T,

_ on areas in which the students weie weak, and on what part of the test they

'Could practice to improve. The committee therefore selected the standardized

'
norm-referenced test that provided the most detailed data on individual

student performance, in the hope that it would be useful tk "remedial"

instruction (Interview, 3/13/80, p. 2). The test selected in this case

proyided referenc4 to several major textbooks that corresponded to the

areas of` weakness indicated by the test results; And in some districts,

administratorsboth principals and central office staff--hoped that.ising

a test capable of improving instruction would result in students' scores

going up--and that the school'staff then would look-good in the eyes of

the community. Teachers, however, were typically more interested in

tiff.usefulness of test results for classrocini instruction.

29
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Administrators and teachers were also generally attracted to

another test-attribute: the provision of student achievement scores in

comparison to.an "ability" or "anticipa ed" score (the latter being based

orlan, intelligence test contained within the achievement test). This

score is usually seen-as potentially useful in teachers' instructional

endeavors. One principal called ii4a "helpful tool" to teachers, which,

could.serve as a "validity chec1 to determine whether astudent was

doing what he or she was capablelif (Interview, 5/14/80, p. 2). Simi-

larly, a teacher explained that he andhis colleagues on the testing

committee were attracted to the "a4ticipated score" because it enabled

teachers to "really get down and -help the student" (Interview, 12/18/79,

p. 7). Until recently this feature was offered by only one of tM major

private testing firms; and b*cause it can be an aid to instruction, it

was influential in a forge number of school district selection decisions.

Other considerations that may enter into local selection include the

time required to administer a test, or even its appearance. Of these,

test length was the most frequently mentioned. For example, as a member

-'°of one selection committee explained, most of the teachers wanted a test

similar to but shorter than the 'one they were using (Interview with,

Director of Special services, 2/5/80, p. 1). Similarly, one reason why lot

a principal pushed for the test
-

eventually adopted was that it could

ti

"get in and get out and did not take long for kids to do" (Interview , c

with Principal, 5/14/80, p. 1). Moreover, particularly in the lower

grades, teachers "did'not want to have thgir kids sit for so many hours

taking 116 test /" (Interview with Research Coordinator, 2/1/80, p. 2).
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As these examples indicate, the general feeling was that the shorter the

test, the better. Typically, this was seen as important by teachers and

principals who /often felt that testing took the"away from providing more /

direct instructional services.

The appearance of a test was sometimes mentioned by teachers as a

eansideration.in selection. An assis

said that one'of the subjects discussed in

superintendent of instruction

their committee,' composed of

teachers, was the format of the test and whether it was "in red, blue, or

4

green." She added that this sounded rather simplistic, but "was important

because it was difficult, for example, to read certain tests which were

printed in red . . . on white paper" (Interview, 5/23/80, pp. 22 -23)'.

A member of another test selection committee explained that one of the

"hot issues" that emerged was the size of the print. Re commented that

it was "funny" that this should "/end/ up playing a role 'in the; decision,"

that that it was apparently, one of the reasons teachers did not like the

old test (Interview with Administrative 'Assistant,' 5/23/80, p. 5). In

smaller and more rural school districts, often without professional testing

and evaluation staff, such test attributes as a short time of administration

and an easy-to-read'format played-an important role in the selection
. ,

decisionusually made by principals and teachers.
vp.

Service by Test Publishers
5

Another consideration in, the 'Selection decision, generally less -

important than those discussed above, is the kind and quality of services

that the major testing firms provide with their tests. One such service,

,,usually o more interest to administrators and evaluators than to teachers,

a
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.,is test manufacturers' prompt return of test. scores to school districts.

For example, a director of curriculum, who had sat on several test selection

committees, called the "quick turn-around time for a test" a common concern

(Interview, 2/4/80, p. 2), because it allowed the placement of students at

./4
the beginning of the school year, or the checking of their achievement at

4

its end. Thus, when.a new test was'selected the testing firm that coup

demonstrate a potentiali.y'short turn-around time usually held a competi-

tive advantage. In districts that scored their own test or made scoring

arrangements independently of the test publisher, of course, this considera-

tion' did not enter into selection decisions.

District personnel also commonly mentioned the availability of technical

assistance or "consultant servides" from private testing firms as a considers-
,

tion. For example, the director of testing in a large city school district

wanted to find a testing firm whose representative he could call "and have.f

him come down to help me put in a new order-for next year or help me sort
13

art some problems.with the testing programs." He added that he was simply

looking for a testing firm that followed good business' ractice--"not'to

sell and run" (Interview, 12/18/79, pp. 8-9).- In some other school dis-

tricts, the availabilitTof technical assistance for such miters as test

interpretation, workshops for teachers, and presentations o the board also

,

could infjouence test selection, though commonly it was secondary- to other

consideratiOns.

The range of considerations on which school districts ultimately

select among the leading four or five tests is thus quite wide, and varies

sreatly across and c.fithin_school districts. :Even within a single school

district, different people involVed in selection, decisions may agree on

0 ti
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a given test for different reasons. For example, in one school district

central administrators and Title I personnel were interested in a test

primarily because its.publisher promised ta dCbre and return it promptly;

and principals and teachers tended toward tlp same test becaAit was

short and easy to administer. In this example, Vie test was selected

because it combined features that were attractive to'the different staff'

inyolved in selection. In other cases,'those involved in a selection

decision shared a primary interest in certain test attributes and selected

a test on that basis. For example, a school district with a strong,commit-.

went to using test results for improving instructiO\I was particularly

attracted to,that norm-referenced test which they believed provided the
. .

best breakdown-,of student achievement according to specific skills.

Through this process of sorting and weighing the various features-

and capabilities the leading tests provide, districts thus settle on the

test that comes closest to meeting their usually fry ented needs and

wants. Examinaaon of that process Made it clear.tha the leading private

testing ?irms provide different options and services o meet those needs

and wants. Typically, those that offer the more attr ctive.options and

services enjoy the business of more school diStritts. Indeed, a review

of the past tests of -these firms shows that tfiey hav been Changed in

o

numerous ways so as to make them more appealing and i4ore responsive to

' consumers' needs. Efforts have beeri made to ensure that the tests are"

relevant to and useful for instruction,' One private testing firm in

(particular has added several new features to its.tes s, and'has been

-ow

successful in capturing the lion's share of the mar t.

However well they may meet the internal re4uir ments of school dip-

trists, the purchasing of- tests from private testing firms fs also

33
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No.

influenced by state and federal requirements. The nature and extent' of

that influence is discussed below.

State and Federal TestillgRequirements

Clearly, the stronger influence on local test selection is that of

state's testing requirements that mandate the.use of a particular norm-
.

referenced.test for certain grades.* This influence is strong because

locale schoOl districts, with few exceptions, use the same test for local

testingin other grades. As an assistant superintendebt explained, his

district decIded to select a particular test for grades K-12 "basically"

because "the.state had selected a tese.and mandated its use in grades 4,

8, and 11 (Interview, 3/14/80, p. 1). Similarly., a district director of

-

testing,said that the state mandate of a norm-referenced achievement test
,$)

.was the, determining factor in their decision: since "we were using it to

. .
net the state mandate already, it seemed the natural thing to stick

with it" (Interview, 2/4/80, p.

A state-mandated test is influential for several reasons. One is

that the test results are often used by the public, if not the state, as\

a way of evaluating local school districts. Thus, it makes sense for a

school district to use the same test as the state, so'that any currilular
401,

or instructional weaknesses can be identified and addressed.' A second

* States may also be influential in local selection decisions by providing
a list ofapproved tests, as is the case in New York and Wisconsin.
Typically, this list includes the same tests that are ordinarily con-
sidered to be of superior technical quality bX local school districts.
Though no districts in states with such lists Were visited in this

11: study,'it is likely that their selection is based also on the considera-
tions discussed in this essay.

. ) 04
./0
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I

reason is tAat loCal school officials, especially
t

in smaller districts;

are open to the influence of the state since it diminishes their responsi-

bility for selecting a test/ The major private testing firms are aware of

th and. consequently the #e is much competition among them for state

selection of their tests/ Winning a state nomination greatly increases

the likelihood that sc ol districts in that state will Select the same

test for their testing programs.

In mandating a certain test, however, the state may be'responding in

part to local preference. For example, an associate director of testing

who was in charge of the state's test selection said that they had chosen

Sir
a particular test because "this test and testing firm was familiar to local

school distrits and had already done a very good job" (Interview, 3/10/80,

p. 2).. State officials also are inflqenced by local offiCials who sit on

the state selection committee, and.who more often than not are drawn from

a large city or cities and are knowledgeable and politically powerful.

sit

Thus school districts have considerable influence.on test choice at the

state leyel.

Federal evaluation requirementsi'especially for Title I; can also

enter into school districts' test selection. But typically, because no

one test is mandated by the federal government, that influence is indirect.

4111

School, districts may decide to select for local testing programs the dame

testtirt is used for evaluating federal programs such as Title I. This

enables them to use a single test for their,major testing needd'rather

than having to test students enrolled in Title I with a different test

tban'that used for other students.= For example, in one such school system

,f

k
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a member of the test selection-committee,,askedspbout their basis for

selection, replied: "The Title-I people seemed eo have some rather,firm

ideas about what they needed,"-and 'added, "They tad certain constraints
t

we had to operate under" (Interview fth

3/31/80, p. 1). The constraints -impoSed

Codrdinator of Curriculum K-12,

by testing for Title I.piograms

often include an effort to match the norming dates of tests and those of

school districts. For example, an assistant director-of evaluation in a

large school district pushed'for one test, which was eventually adapted,

.

because "it had dual norming dlates and was easier to fit into /Title g

guidelines which required testing within thrge-weeks of the,norming date"

(Interview, 2114/80, p. 1). Umilarly, a member of attest selection com-

mittee in a large city school district explained that they had previously,

selected a test partly because., it "was(normed4p the fall and spring and

therefore could be used for Title I pre- and pou-testing" (Interview
-

with Research Coordinator, 2/1180, p. 2). And an evaluator for special

projects, including Title I, wanted to make sure that the test selected

by his committee had a "diagnostic component," so that the program people

4 could use the results for providing-remedial-instruction (Interview with

Coordinator of Special Projects, 2/6/80,T. 2).)

In those cases, then, whereschool district testing was merged with

testing for Title I, the particular needs of Title I testing played a part

in the selection of a test for local programs. Private testing firms,

aware that a test meeting Title I requirements may Also-be used for local

,testing programs, thus compet%quiteintensively for the, Title I market.
6
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While federal--especially Title I--and state testing 'requirements

can be influential ilocal test. selection, school districts control the

extent of that influence. Even state selection of mandated norm-

referenced tests is based partly on previous local selections and on poli-

tical factors. Furthermore., school distric16 nedd not u4e the state

nandated test for their own testing if they consider, it inappropriate.

Similarly, the influence of Title I testing requirements is limited to

local districts' selection of tests for Title I evaluation, unless dis-

tricts decide to use the same test for their own 'testing. And even then,

district personnel can select-that test which best mgpts some combination

of their Title I-and district testing needs. Thus school, districts, while

(influenced directly and indirectly by s ate and federal requirements, are

still able to exercise their preference as consumers in the marketplace.

:

THE INFLUENCE OF' SCHOOL. DISTRICTS AS CONSUMERS

This account of how and on what basis local.schbol districts go

about selecting educational achievement teats suggests several observa7

tions about their influence as consumers. On the one hand, school dis-

tricts can and do exercise choice in the marketplace, and so are able to

infl the tests prodUced by private testing firms. Theit power as

consumers is shown by the fact that these firms provide technically

well- constructed tests--at least as far as certain norming practices

and procedures are concerned--that enable them to compare the achievement

of their own students with that of the larger national population. And

even though this selection criterion has seemingly limited the number of

testing, irms to a handful that share a virtual monopoly over the norming

v7
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of such tests, there is much evidence that districts sele t among the y
s

_ r
.

.s.

otleading tests on such grounds as their ab ity to improve classroom in

struction, to simplify the administratign of testing,' and to meet state
.

)

or fediral 'testing requirements, to mention a few. That such chhces
%

d

are of erect indicates that school district needs influence the kinds of
. ,

tests,groduced. Otherwise, one would expect tests to differvery little

from one another, and district's to take any test at random, 4ving no

basis for selecting. one over another. Similarly, one would not expect

private testing firms to compete with one another at all.

On the other hand, this account suggests that while school districts

enjoy a good deal of choice and f uence in determining some aspects of

the tests they buy, they are limited in their influence over and gast d
41

.faction with the way tests are northed. They cannot know hot accurate

the information is that tests provide on comparative studetit and local

school achievement, or whether it does, in fact, meet their needs. For

example, they-cannot systematically determine whether and to what extent

---
the tests developed by the major priVate testing firms take into account

what they are teaching their students.in their schools and classrooms:,

Indeed, there is some evidence that most local school practitidners,

especially teachers,, think that these tests bear little relation to what

is taught in their dlassrooms; at best, they see the tests as broadly

and vaguely related (Kennedy, Apling, & Neuman, 1980). Similarly, school

districts are unable to know or determine to what extent-norming samples

of these tests are.representative of students in their district. The
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student population Of most districts rarely matchesthat of a stratified -

-random sample of the national student population used by Rrivate testing

firms: Nevertheless, the achievemen; of their students is comparedto

that of the sample population. With ,respect to test construction, then,

school districts' influence over private testing firms is limited.

This discussion thus far has dealt with the choices school districts

have and, their ability to influence private teatIng firms by exercising

those choices. Arid it has pointed out that, to the extent that they can-
.

not exercise choice, their ability to have testing firms produce what

they want, and to, hold them accountable, is limited.
.010a

It.has been assumed-throughout that school districts are rational

consumers who know what they want and express their preferences through

Choices in the marketplace. But perhaps school districts are less than

rational consumers. For ious reasons, districts may be unclear or

inconsistent about what-they want. They want, for example, to compare

local, students' educational achievement to that of students nationwide

).
and yet want a test that will reflect the local curriculudand student

population. And the two are inherently incompatible, since there is

no national curriculum or standard student population upon which a test

can be based.

School districts, then, may be shopping for what does not exist.

It ±s not tjhat they'are simply asking for too much--apples and oranges

to be put in the same basket--but that they want what cannot be provided--

fire and ice in the Same container. It may be in the nature of. the local

education. enterprise that they'are,boundto want bothtb see what their

v9.

e -
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4
own students are learning froM what is taught, and to compare this

objectively to what other students are learning and are being-taught.

But since school districts have different curricula and are composed of

different student populations, school districts cannot have both.' If

this is indeed the case, school districts could not get what. they want:.

from these tests even,ifithey exercised more control in the marketplace.

THE MARKETPLACE AOA MEANS OF LOCAL CONTROL

Given the nature of the local educational entelcilse and its not

wholly rational wants, 'it is unclear whether the marketplace can work

better. School districts want a test that can standardize what are

essentially local -conditions so that an objective. comparison of student

achievement can be provided.firivate testing firms have responded to

this demand; given its irrational nature, it is difficult to see in

what, ways they could be still more responsive. For example, as said

earlier, no educational achievement test-can be constructed that matches

both the curriculum of any single local school'distrift and the 'Curricula,

used in all other school districts_ round the country. Private testing

AO
firmialready make an e5ctended effort to take account,of the various

curricula, texts, and instructional techniques of different school dis-
c:,

tricts. In fact, evidence of this endeavor in standardizd norm -

referenced: achievdment tests is one criterion upon which school dis-

tricts base their selection of a test in the first place. 'Furthermore,

where schooi)districts are clear about the intend d use of a test (e.g.;

for improving classrobm instruction, meeting suite and federal require-
,

ments, or administrative accountability), th can select a test con-
,

taimin g those featufes that best meet their needs. And school districts

ep

40
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who knoW they want a test that is relevant to and compatible with their

curriculum can additionally btiy criterion- and objective-referenced tests

from the same or other priyat& testing.fixms. Indeed, the fact that

school districts have expreSsed,a.need for this type of test

.(Watczihski, 1977; Ebel, 1974 has contributed to-a rapid increase Of

newktesting firms and tests on the market.:

The marketplace as a means of_local control, then, may work insofar

ascqnsumers know what they want and can thereby hold private testing

--4--firms accountable. Where school districts find that their needs and

t

wants are not met through the maiketplacer-this may have less to dp

with their power--or lick of it--as consumers than with the rationality

'of these needs. PrivaP1 testing firm development and provision of

standardized norm-referenced achieveiept tests may simply,reflect mixed

igor inconsistent mess es from school` districts.
,. ,

..

Private testingtfirms operating in the marketplace may thus well

be the best vehicle formaximizing local control. They play a unique,

if imperfect, role in taking account of local edutatidnal
:

and at the sarge.tine providing amettial base for assessing _national

student 'achievement.. *It 'is not qT that filer are alternative

governance arrangements that could better provide, this delLcate balance.

'But' before assuming such a concldsion, it Is est to consider some possible.

,arrangements.

4-
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THE MARKETPLACE VS FORMAIrcGaVERNANCE ARRANGEMENTS

One alternative is for local school boaids or their representatives

tto develop their own tests. This would haire the advantage that the test

would be based on their own.curriculnm and stliiiVpnt population. But there

,

4.

.

.are several problems with this. First, districts would likely be unable

to provide much of a comparative base for assessing their student achieve -

ment vis-a-vis that of oetjaer chool districts in the country, In addition,

they prbbably lack the technic: ability, manpower, and other resources

to provide a technicdlly credible assessment, and may thud require

. outside expertise. This may be particularly° the case with'smaller school

districts that.do not have the staff for in-house testdevelopment efforts.

Furthermore, teat development by local school boards and their representa-

tives may involve extended political debate and conflict with others in

the district over both substantive and methodological issues. This has,

already been a problemvith some large school district efforts to develop

their own objective-2 and criterion- referenced tests(Interview with

Director of Research, 1/2/81, pp. 2-4; Interview with Program Evaluator

in another school district, 1/1/81, p. 3). .

4 f

Current market arrangements avoid many of these problems. P lvate

testing firms-, by virtue of their national role, have access to a wide

variety of school districts and students for comparing achievement and

can 4elop tools of assessment relatively low cost because, of the
.

large. number of consumers. They also offeNgn independent and authori-
,

- .
,

tative base for comparisons among'ichool diStrius and.thereby minimize
.

.political.and public debte at the local level.
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Another alternative to the existing market arrangement is for

states to,assume more responsibility for developing educational achieve-
\

ment tests. An advantage of. this approach is that state education

/
agencies are possibly more in touch With and sensitive to local school

district curricula and student populations-than are national.organiza-

tions like private testing firms. In addition, state agencies are

formally accountable to elected officials, so that school diStricts

can lobby for changes in the way tests are Constructqd. Furthermore,

many state agencies have the necessary resources for developing such

tests.
.r."

.

.. ..

.

A major disadvantage of this alternative is that state agencies

would be unlikely'to, be able to develop a standard test that can provide

much of a national comparison. More likely, each state would be inclined

I to develop its own state test, rather than national achievemenpfsts,

aq has already been 'done, for example, in California and Texas (Ebel,

1974; Pipho, 1978). Additionally, these tests are likely to be geared

primarily to meeting state needs--such as accountability--rather than

thoseof local school districts. There is already evidence of this

occurring in California aria TeXaa school districts' reactions to the

state - developed, tests; they typically buys standardized norm- re,feienced

tests as well, to better meet local needs. For example, as one program

evaluator in an affluent TeXas school district explained, in addition

to administering the state mandated test, he also bought a'standardized I.

norm-referenced test for his district because "the state assessment

program was no, 'very helpful in comparing /our/ students to thoge in
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the rest of the nation." He added that after all,, students in his

district would. be competing against the national population for the

----"NRst of their lives, so why compare them'only to students in.Texas now?

(Interview with Program Evaluator, 1/31/80, p. An evaluator-in

another state with its own assessment program reported that while the

state test created lots of media interest "because districts across

lifornia can compare themselves in reading and math, it is not very

valuable to teacherS." He explained further that,'as.a result, only '

a few even looked at the scores. His view was that standardiied norm-

referenced tests were much more helpful to teachers because of their

analysis of individual students' achievement-0.r lack of it--in the'

same areas (Interview, 8/19/81, p. 2). State-developed tests are

unlikdly to be as useful to local school districts.

A related disadvantage of states developing their own tests is'

that,these may be seen'as a threat to local school district control.

Through their testing program, states may be exercising more control

over local curricula than local school districts want.* This may lead.

to extended and complicated debate between state arid ldcal agencies

over.issues ofiassessme"nt.' In some cases the validity of the state

test has already been ~challenged in the courts (e.g., Debra-P. v.

Turlington in Florida). Local school districts are far more receptive

to tests produced by Private testing firnsbecause of thdir political

* Madaus '(1979), for example, discusses this as a possible consequence
of'state minimum competency testing programs.

to
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neutrality'anf objectivitydespite apparent shortcomings in their

products.

Again, there, are some telling disadvantages in having state agencies

take a mores active role in providing tests than under current market

arrangements. One is that state agencies would not be able to provide

much of a national base for comparing. student achievement. Another is

that state-developed tests are likely to be designed to meet states' own

needs, and would not easily allow for the exercise of greater political

A

control by local school districts. In addition, state- developed tests

might create another arena for conflict between local and state agencies.

.4 .

For these reasons, school districts are likely to want to purchase tests

from private testing firms anyway. This ppeers-to-be-,the -case_in

those states that have already developed their own tests.

It is difficult, then, to assume that formally responsible gOVern-

ment agencies, at the local or state level, would better serve the needs

.of school districts for educational assessment than does the marketplace.

A further alternative is for.thelederal government to develop a test

for use by local school districts, on either a mandatory or a voluntary

basisas has already-been proposed in,Congressional hearings (Shoe-

4

maker, 1978). The major advantage of this alternative is that it would

offer a national base of comparison for assessing student achiev'ement.

But it suffers from a significant defect--one that became clear during

the course of these hearings: the federal government's development of

such a test might lead to an undUe exercise of.cOntrorover local

school districts and be inconsistent with Constitutional delegation
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of authority over education to the state. This is indeed a major

problem.

Another possible role for the federal government, one more don-
,.

sistent with its Constitutiogal role, would be to regulate the 'develop-

ment of national tests in the marketplace. This might bekdone, as in

other areas (e.g., air travel),' through some form of,national regulatory

agen67'(Hobbs, 1975), which would develop standards for tests and

approve some tests over-others. For examplel it might provide some

check on the curriculum basis and morning samples of the tests designed

by private testing,firms.. might also provide consumer reports to

disseminate its findings to the public._

c oo -cal-c-on-t-ro--1-aver-such-an-ageney-,-however ,

'would likely be problematic. The needs and preferences of districts

would differ and compete with one another for Influence. The agency

would theibfore be constrained in responding to any particular district

and Would likely beceme.d'lightning rod for many districts' criticisms

and complaints. For political survival, then, it might have to confine

.

its regulation of pilAate testing firms to technical iseues of test
.

42

construction. It would thus probably-have no more power-and represent
t

A a

school districtinterests no better than existing private professional

organizations like the JUPA,-or NOME, or AERA, that already issue tech-
.

4'
/--
nicalkt,andrds 'for test construction.

.. In adcfition, a regulatory agency might be open io the influence of
$

-. . , ; -,. .'
.

.

private testing firms acting in their own behalf. There is considerable

A,

4 6-
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evidence that this occurs in other areas of gove

priyate industry (McConnel,, 1967-; Bauer, 1963). T e r might be the

legitimization and ossification of, the most powerf 1 exis ng private

°interests in the marketplace, as 'some have claimeu has happened under

ent regulation of

other federal+ agencies (e.g., the Civil Aeronautics Board /Rector, 19607;

- the Food and !rug Administration /Hunter, 19727; and the federal Com-

munication Commission' /Friendly, 1959/). Thereby, private competition

might be restricte/and its incentive to meet local district testing

needs and preferences reduced. Conversely, the agency might end up

interfering with the activities of private testing firms and hinder

their ability to respond to consumer needs. A common result of such

regulatory agencies in other_axeisfor_example,___Is to create additional

administrative costs for private industry, and in-turn higher consumer

costs (Scherer, 1971; Thurow, 1980).

' SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

.

In.summary then; while formal governance arrangements do offer

f _

.

local school districts more mlitical control over,the development .or
r

regulation of tests at the local, the state, or the national level,-

they-also suffer from two major disadvantages compared to the market-

place. One disadvantage is that the formally constituted role of

governance of local, state, and federal agencies limits the extent to

which they are legititigfely responsible for developing national edu-

cational achievement tests. For example, because states and local

school districts are limited to their geographic areas,'it is unlikely

that they could publicly justify the necessary resources for the

V
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development of a national test. The federal government does have some ,

responsibility for education at the national level. But since formal

authority over education resides at the state and local levels, its

national role would be constrained in either the development or the

4

regulation of a national test. In contrast, private testing firms are

not constrainedby formal political boundaries; their role as defined

by the marketplace is national in scope.

A second reason why local school, districts are unlikely to prefet

formal governance arrangements is that they would invite political con-

)(flict over the methodological and substantive iss es of assessment.

Local officials'', for exaMple, may well find themselve; involved in

assessment issues at the local:state, and national level--hardly a

welcome addition to the already, overwhelming demands placed upon them.

Again, this problem is avoided in the marketplace where private testing

firms.arewithout formal political means of control or accountability;

instead, they are dependent upon their consumers'' informal peiception

of them as A neutral source of authority.

2
Formal goVernmentAgencies, then, in assuming morAcCntrol, are

limitedd in the extent to which they can claim formal responsibility

for developing a national test of educational achievement; and they

run the risk of becoming embroiled,in political conflicts over the test-

development process. Fuitherkore, even if they were able to avoid these

pitfalls, it is not clear that more control would necessarily lead to

Jthe deve opment.of a better test. There are inherent limitations in

the ability of politics to produce the desired technical outcomes in
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as

the case of a national test of Educational achievement.

the undue. influence of'a group of schOol'districts over

base of a state-developed or hationally,referenced test

For example,

the curriculum

would likely

compromise the standardization of its comparative base, and in turn the

accuracy of its results. Greater political control by school' district's

may not, in fact, provide them with what they want. There may simply
o

be an inverse relationship between maximum school district control and

technically' better tests.

The limitations of politics for producing desired technical outcomes

in the area of testing are perhaps analogous to, although not identical

witfi, other areasof formal government involvement in public policy

areas. For example, while organized local, state, and national public .

interests may be able to influence the Environmental Protection Agency

and its car, pollution regulations, car manufacturers may simply be unable

to produce a more pollution=free engine while providing the public with

a desired level of aut tive power. Similarly,.consumer interest group

. pressure on the Food and D Administration to take-preservatives out

of food because of possible harmfu side effects may work against other-

consumers' preference for" long-las ing food. As ipsthe dase.of testing,

the ability to produce a product that wil'meet a/1 consumer needs may

be
At

constrained by technical limitationsdespite the opportunity for

the political expression of these needs through formal governance

arrangements. Governient involvement may simply provide an arena for

public-and political debate while contributing little to, if not com-

promising,-the meeting of public needs and wants through the marketplace.
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In conclusion, then,,,iit appears that the major strength of formal

.
. . -.. ,

governance alternatives
,

the marketplace- -i.e., providing local,
,,

...

school districts with more political control--may actvally'militate

against the satisfaction of school districts' needs:)rivatetesting

firms, operating through ie marketplace without formal political
. .

control, seem better able to meet those needs. This as a furious
Q 'ate

conclusion in some ways, since it suggests that the exerc' af
.

schobl districts' political control through some form of formal

governance arrangements is less effective than their exercise of con-

trol and influence through the Marketplace. The marketplace, at least

.
,

in the case of achievement,testing, may proctride a degree of-public con-

tr91 tEt forMal public decison'makiq and politics
.
cannot.

. .

.
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METHODOLOGY.

The purpose of this study was to explore whether and to what degree

private testing firms (which publish norm referenced educational achieve-
.

ment tests) are held accountable by, local school- districts. It was

4

assumed that lOcal,districzsi primary means of holding private testing

firms accountable is through their role as consumers in the marketplace.

With this assumption in mind, the study was designed to gain an under-

standing of, how aid on what basis local schools decide to buy norm-

referenced achiqvment tests from private testing firms.
14.

Little preifious work exitts to guide the study. What related re-

;

search is available fociases on particular aspects of the test selection

process--e.g teacher involvement (Ward, 1980), or determination of

the information needs of the test selectors. It also relies excluiIvely_
4

on survey methods and provides little in-depth analysis of local test

selection. Furthermore, little, if any, attention has been paid to

local school district views of and4relationships with private testing

firms in,the selection process. A field-based case study method was"
4100

therefore adopted because of its established appedloriateness for pro-

..
viding detailed and encompastng views of such uncharted areas oflinquiry

(Bogdan, 1975; Stake, 1977; 'Glazer & Strauss; 1973). What follows: is

a deScription of the method of this study. It is divided into three
, !

sections: site selection, conduct of Perld resench, and recording and

analysis of data., I

O

:
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SITE SELECTION

In constructing the sample for this study, an initial effort

was mad to select local school districts that were nationally repre-
,

sentative-of those who.buy norm - referenced achievement tests from
.

private testing firms. Random selection procedures constitute the

..traditional approach to defining any such sample. Under this apirogch,

probability theory can the be used to generalize the results obtained

to the universe from which the sample was drawn. However, r ndom

sampling was not appropriate in this case, since the sample elected

through this means would likely be considerably larger than could be

accommodated by the resources of the study. Instead, an effort was

made to-select local school districts according to the factors that

may help explain their test selection decisions. Two such factors

were identified through. preliminary interviews wit people in the

field: distriCt size and state testing pdlicies. (Other-factors con7

sidered included geographic location and per-pupil expenditures of
I

local schocil districts; however, as there was little confirmation

that these were important, then were not used in site selection.) A-

t

third factor that was taken into account was the ease of entry and

access to school districts. The grounds for theLtwo substantiveL
1 7

criteria are discussed below.

4
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Selection by State

Several considerations went into-the selection of states in

which"local sites were chosen. These considerations stemmed from

the recognition, gained from both the literature and interviews 0

with people in the field, /that, certain state testing policies may

40 ,

influence local school districts' 'selection of tests from kivate

testing ,firis. While state test seletionyolicies vary considerably

across states, two policies in particular were-identified as important

to include in the sample. One of these was state policy mandating,the

use of a commercially published norm-referenced achieyement test.

California was selected because of its mandated use of a state-

developed criterion-referenced test. And Massachusetts and Connecticut

wereelected because of the virtual absence of pOlicy requiring a

particular test to be used.* In each state, five local school sites

were visited; an extra pilot site was visited in Massachusetts.

* Massachusetts has recently implemented a minimal competency testing
program; but it allows school districts to use either a state-

developed criterion-referenced test on a commercially published

norm-referenced achievement test.,

53
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Selection by Site

Twenty-one local school sites were visited for the study. In

.selecting these sites, an effort was made to represent school districts ,

of different size. To that end, three categories of school district

size by student enrollment were developed from the seven standard cate-

gories used by,.the National Center fol Educational Statistics: "large

school districts," with enrollments of over 25,000; "medium-sized

school districts," with enrollments of 4,000 to 24,999; and "small school

districts," with 4nrollm4hts of 4,000 Or less. Sites in each category

were then selected with two considerationi in mind. One consideration

was to, change sites'in proportion to the N.C.E.8. breakdown of local

schdol districts by size. (This meant that 1.2% of the sample should

be selected from large districts, 10.3% from mediuM-sized district's, and

89.5% from small districts._ But this consideration alone seemed

.-.inadectuate, since the,literature (National Association of SchoolBoards,

.

i977;',Center forthe Study of Evaluation, 1978) and Preliminary Con-
-,

versations with people in the field Suggested that only a low per-

benpege'o small school,disuicts bought commercially Published nort7-

referenced achievement tests.

the selection of such tests by

prove to be influential in the
- ,

0

Additionally; it was pointed out that

a larger Sdhogl diStrict, mighwell

selection dedisions of smaller districts.

Therefore, it was decided to ±crease the proporeton.d6f sites seleCted
.

.., ..--
.

from imong the medium and large districta. Hence 5 sites were
.

. . ' ,

. v
Selected frojtamonvthe large districts--representing i4% (apiroxi-

.

.

mately) of the sample; 7 sites were seleCted from amolk.the

sized districts--representing 33.5% (approximately) of the sample;
9 0.

f

r
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and 9 sites were selected from among the tmall districts=tdpresenting

43.5% (approximately) Of the sample.

CONDUCT OF THE FIELD RESEARCH.

The held research was conducted in three different settings: state

educational agencies, private testing firms, and local school sys.tems.

rowever, the preponderance of the field work was conducted in local
. °

school districts, since the study was primarily concerned with their
'

selection of tests The field research in,each of these settings is

discussed below.

State Educational Agencies

In each of the states selected for the study, site visits were

first made to sta
(

were interviewed,
4

departments of education. Relevant state officials

nd documents regarding state testing programs (or

proposed programs)-and activities were gathered. Suggestions were also

.,2
sought Regarding appropriateliocal,sites to visit. Ten state department

officials inall were contacted and interviewed.

Private Testing Firms

Representatives Of the major private testinz-firmi were interviewed

either personally-or on the phone throughout-the course of the field.

research. Those-interviewed-were selected because of their marketing

'background and/or direct contatt,with local 'school districts_ Inter
,

views were field primarily as a.check on data gathered from school

,

district-officials as,All as to explore particular issues that emerged.

from Visits to school districts,. Six-suchointerviews.were conducted;

.

/ .,.. ,,,,,,. ,.,it'-,. %

'I 1 , : 5 5* I. ' ,,,

0 ;
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whigh typically confirmed what was reported by school district. fficials.

Documents Of a technical and public relations nature were also gathered

from these contacts with private testing firms.

local School Systems . .

!. .

;II

level -- interviews and doCumen\t review. .0f these, interviews with'

methods were typed
/

ped to gathe.data at the local school district

.1

r school personnel were the primary means. The format'for interviews was

semi - structured and open-ended and was guided by a protocol developed

according to the issues under study. IntervieWs generally ranged from

45 minutes to an hour, though some were as long as an hour and a half,

while-others took only. one -half hdur.-

Who was intervIkwed in each local dchobl system depended upon who

was involved in test selection or was knowiedgeable about it. This varied

according to the nature and complexity of the test selection process in

each system. Enough people were interviewed in each system to provide a

clear and thorough understanding of that districes selection proms.

Typibally, this involved several.intervIews within each site, with

mgmbers of the evaluation and testing department, district administrators
g

and supervisors (generally in the math and English curriculum areas),,

school principals,'guidance counselors, Title I personnel, and teachers.
... .

.r.

The total number of interviews conducted in local sites was 104--

4i'

approximately aVe interviews' per site. I

In each site, several documents were reviewed and.analyzed. These

documents primarily comprised internal school diAricx memos, usually ,

ti 56.
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. w.

pertai ning
,

to the composition of schooldistrict selection committees,

and minutes .or summaries of committee meetings. Documents reviewed also

included information provided by private testing firms to local schoor.

districts._ This information ranged from technical booklets to public

Le)

relatibns literature. Wheie 'relevant, other docdments, such as the list

of district curriculum objectives, 'were also reviewed. Document review

cp

typically occurred on site so that school personnel-involved`in'the

selection process could be identified and interviewed, andoissues

pertinent to local decisions could be pursued during the yisit.

RECORDING AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

Field Notes

- All' interviews and conversations, both formal an informal, were

recorded in field notes. Notes were taken by hand during interviews

. and conversations And later dictated for. transcription. They were dis'.
. , -' ; ,.

cursive in form and frequently wideranging. People were-often quoted

. .

verbatim and the notes Became the researcher's, personal record of wh'at

.
,

. .

was said'. An interview'of one hour produced field notes-which, when

transcribed, had an average length of 6 to 8 singlespaced pages. In

addition to_recording interviews,_tbe.fitld researcher dictated summary

notes on lip visits'and notes.describing program and district context. .r
,

Close to 400 page* ,field notes were transcribed.

Data Analysis

After field notes were transcribed, preliminary analyses were con:-

ducted and recorded in memost These memos were submitted to the senioi

consultant to"

,;?.'`e4

dr,

study for review. New areas. of inquiry were sug gested,
.

57
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-AK

and diOferent ways of pursuing issues identified earlier were discussed.

*this provided a bagis_for further developing and refining of the,inter-

View protocol used in, the field work. A reiterative process of field work

and analysis' was thgreby established from the early stages of the study.

Thus by the end of the field work several memos representing progressi

analysig of the data collected in the field were available for review

These analyses provided -the map for coding the field note data and f

the final analysis. One of the significant results of this process was '

that, while considerable diversity in school district selection processes

was recorded, several eommon and general themes emerged when the data

were analyzed across sites. Thus it was decided tcipresent the findings

for the study in,cross-site format rather than in individual cases. In

writing the final report, a concerted effort was thus made to select

illustrative examples from the sites visited that best illuminated these

themes.

Additional Data and- Analysis

During the course of the study, it became apparent that an NIE- funded

research pioject concurrently being Conducted,by Huron on local school

41istricts' use of evaluation and testing infordehtton was,collecting data
s.'1*

relevant to some Ofqhe issues pursued in this study. Toward the end of

the study; an .effort was therefore made to Cull and review the relevant
X -

data frorilehe fielootes of that study. This allowed data from.18 addi-
.

tional sites to be indluded in the final analysis. Where appropriate,

illustrative examples fro6 these sites were also usedPin preparation. of.
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